C-band length variability and reproductive wastage.
The possible influence of total Y chromosome length and the C-band size variability of chromosomes 1, 9, 16, and Y, on reproductive wastage was investigated. One hundred couples with recurrent reproductive wastage and 106 control couples with at least two healthy children and no miscarriages were cytogenetically studied. Total Y chromosome length was evaluated as the Y/F index and the C-band size was analyzed quantitatively according to the linear measurement method of Balicek et al. (1977). The different degrees of mitotic contraction were corrected on the basis of the linear correlation found between heterochromatin and euchromatin length. Statistical comparison between results of Y chromosome from both samples demonstrated, in the test group, an increase in the mean value of the Y/F index, but the increase of Y C-band length did not reach significance. In addition mean values of C-band length on chromosomes 1, 9, and 16 in couples from the test group and especially those who had had two or more abortions, were lower than those in the controls. Among the latter the frequency of chromosomes included in the category of very large heterochromatin size is higher. However these length differences have been demonstrated only in specific subgroups, and in each one for a different chromosome. Our results indicated that Y chromosome length as well as C-band size variabilities are not directly related to reproductive wastage.